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Question 25

Direction: For each question, identity the correct subjects and verbs. The subjects are in bold and the
verbs are underlined.

A. Have you memorized all the chemical symbols on the chart?

B. Have you memorized all the chemical symbols on the chart?

C. Have you memorized all the chemical symbols on the chart?

D. Have you memorized all the chemical symbols on the chart?

Question 26

Direction: For each question, identity the correct subjects and verbs. The subjects are in bold and the
verbs are underlined.

A. This gorgeous grand sitar is tuned to perfection.

B. This gorgeous grand sitar is tuned to perfection.

C. This gorgeous grand sitar is tuned to perfection.

D. This gorgeous grand sitar is tuned to perfection.

Question 27

Direction: Find out the sentence/s which is/are written correctly.

I. Some of the desserts was left by the end of the birthday party.

II. Your brilliant excuses almost makes up for your tardiness.

III. Neither Jackson nor Jenna have played hooky.

IV. Either of us is capable of winning.

A. I, Il, Ill

B. II, III

C. II

D. IV

Question 28

Direction: Find out the sentence/s which is/are written correctly.
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I. Here՚s the paper clips you requested.

II. A limousine and driver are in the driveway.

III. One-fourth of the voters tend not to cast its ballots in national elections.

IV. Either of the classic cars are for sale.

A. I, II

B. I, II, III

C. II

D. II, IV

Question 29

Direction: Find out the sentence/s which is/are written correctly.

I. Ten dollars are too much to pay for a pen.

II. The water polo team have won the state championship for the second time.

III. That skier is one of those who competes nationally.

IV. I cannot be calm on roller coasters.

A. I, II, III

B. II, III, IV

C. I, III, IV

D. none of these

Question 30

Direction: Find out the sentence/s which is/are written correctly.

I. The sexy, slim, Indian superstar.

II. The Indian, slim, sexy superstar.

III. My yellow, old, Ferrari sports car.

IV. My old, yellow, Ferrari sports car.

A. I, IV

B. I, III

C. II, IV

D. II, III

Question 31

Direction: Choose the alternative which best expresses the meaning of the idiom/phrase in the
question.

Find your feet
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A. desire to escape from a situation

B. adapting and attuning to something

C. �inding one՚s own space

D. ready to �ight a war

General Knowledge
Question 36

Voter Veri�iable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) is an independent veri�ication system for EVM designed to
________.

I. allow voters to verify that their votes are cast correctly.

II. detect possible election fraud or malfunction.

III. Provide a means to audit the stored electronic results.

IV. Voter can see printout and take it out too.

A. I and II

B. I, III and IV

C. I, II and III

D. All of the above


